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Dear Js, 	 11/9/72 
T've about as half hour before I have to got to somethiug else. I've been wishing we 

were closer so we could chess the OleetiOn °Ver Iv C not heard my bolief in radio and TV 
. and I haven't followed either the election or the post mortems ehough to describe asma 

casually. Yrom the reactions I got and didn t z. et to SOLte of my 'Jotters, the hiring' of 
Sheridan and his apparently complete non-productiveness, the defensive tone of th ein cam-
paigi and other contributind.  things I've feared the.worst. In fact, as I recall, this stems 
from the convention period. I was worried about the non-profesoionalism or the people and 
the work. I think it shows. With only decent oid-time work, this could have been the dis-
election that was, an historic ruin of the ruiners. Never has there been as vulnerable a 
bastard running as scared with 11i odds so heavily in hi favor. Or running with such in-
differenco to proprieties in such matters, liLe letting thc. voters see, etc. 

One of t e disturbing things to me is that this was done at the sacrifice of legislative 
and local seats, very atypical. Somebody wanted 	back in more than anything else, so 
much that les..• than normal risks would not be run. They WerC afraid he'd blow. Ihve felt 
for some time that he has to 1x flake:ye He lost himsolf several tinea in tho h1C area, as 
I told you, and it went unreported, so far as I know. lie has also boon covered by the media. 

I think we are in for radical chanoos. I think the immediate announcement of changes 
in Political postsio to things: getting rid of a fel,T excessive liabilities, to melee it 
look clean, like "leindionst, and brinfting in the real hardleads for the authoritarian 
push (pronounced. putsch). A few in ths White House who aro bond to Lo mentioned in the 
trial will go, and that will make that look clean. The xhen Oometh. 

This is all a complicated matter in which many forces figure. We agree 011 the selfish 
pursuits of Uhina, USSR. As I think of it, I believe it was not intelligent selfishness. 
I think in ehlping fix such an administration on this country they ai(, themselves a great 
disservice and in the long run hart more than the covJeroial benefit can help. Ditto with 
VN. Leahing on those people is unconscionable. I can t pretend to have enough knowledge 
of China to have an opinion there, but with the 'JSSR-I think this:: means that there is more 
power vested in the military4kinded than I'd thoujat after Khruschev.-  I have no recollection 
of USSR liolicy before being determined by bread and like considerations and think the 
opAsite has been the Case. 6o, I dont think the contol in the decision was by the pole. 

continuing Nixon eresidency means increased military budget for the USSR0  l'articularly 
after iicO's position on the US military budget. 

That will happen to the Supreme Court is obvious. But the kinds of cases that will get 
to it ar not, and I'll Predict they will be the moat repressivein our history. I'll not be 
surprised to see violence forced and subdued with force. Rizzo in the White house. 

The intellectuals he trusted screwed 1.icOovern, lie has his on liabilities as a campaigner. 
But ho can't do all his staff work and tote was nobody feeind his the obvious lines for 
strongixon and jem rival putdowns, As a result he never got to really attack, was always 
defending, and no matter hot well that is done, it is not the way to win. Each of the 

attacks against him could have been handled in from a sentence to a graph, and with the 
effective answer to enough, others could have been ignored. The GOPs would have been defending, 
and that they could never have done to a vigorous attack. The Desco themselves, for example, 
nsver did anytbjn with 14ixon's oast or the WG. They could have had The Two Paces of Richard 
Nixon on Videotape or film and used and used and used. On tape for radio. His record of 
personal corruption, not just that of his adllinistration. Checkers. has always been his 	• 
Achilles heel and no op000ent has over realized it. There is nothing on which he could not 
haVe been ruined, had the effort been made, had the homework ever been -done, 

I think it is wrong to cell this a personal victory for him because theme was so little 
change in congress and his mar 	was so big. If his victory had been personal, he'd have 
swept congress  with him, State houses, dogcatchers, etc. his was a reactionary vote, noteven 
a protest vote. Bremer delivered him enough, if not in votes, in lack e. that opposition, 
'ote dismal Schmitz showing, Pot having Wallace running against him was enough. But with 
'the Wallace support, he could have been beaten by a cmapitgi that assumed he'dgE..; the 
Wallace vote, a campaign that at the very least would have left the liemocratic 2arty outlined 
at the convention. With this kind of dismal flop, I expect the old, pros Will move back in. It 
depends on teeny things. SaVe that she is a woman, I can see no reason for Westwood to hold 
that job, less for the black who got shut 1,cG wanted. Salinger for, perhaps the biggest single 
personnel mistake (and I've no use for ilucky Pierre). These roles were too important for 
tokenism and had the tokens been principled they'd never have accepted them. They did nothing. 



If in industry, oomierce and other employmcint, of course there must be fairnes, but in 
a political partyanageziont should. be based on comp,-,:tence. There was more for th,. minorities in e. fixon defeat than in a couple of token positions filled by the inadequate. ilere the 
kids were a bad influnoe. Even kids Lliould have realized this was a very unreal ap)roach. 
Ditto for blacks, the la3t to be loeini; for tokens., 

In short, there was a self-defeating :pay engaged in a sif-defeatinf caaPaioa, 
unable to exploit a dream issue, 13ixon, aria never able to fully exploit the subsidiary 
is3ues, although they tried. LeG, knowing negotiations ere going on, sheu1a have been 
claiming credit for what might flow, saying he alone was 'Pushing the warmonger ilixon to it 
With each such accomzianied by a few choice selections in i:ixon's voice on his returns from 
VD, it could have been zowiel 

80, one of the things i'm really sug.esting 	that some of the water fro the hat ergate 
flowed into Ac(- leadershib unless there was incredible and total incomuetence. 

With this record, I'm all for 's. purge in Dem hq. But not a Bentsen type. These are 
dedicated losers. If there is atill an election in four years, unless this habens, 
xxxa2th proseect of kgnew is too grim. -Lad as =:lixon is, he'd, be worse. If it is b then 
possible to be worse than Axon will have brought use 

Hope it is the other side of the moon that blocks signals. if so, I guess the one 
thing that can bo said for it is that there raon't be too many more trips there! 

Our best, 


